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 Buried Secrets
by Karl May

ISBN: 9780981372914
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hussar's Love
Publisher: Robert Stermscheg
Pub. Date: 2015-05-01
Pages: 401
Price: $21.99

In the spring of 1870, France is preparing for an imminent war with Germany. A French cavalry officer, Bernard de Lemarch, has been given the delicate
task of approaching a high-ranking Prussian officer, hoping to glean vital military information. But what he doesn’t know is that the Prussian High
Command has been forewarned…. and is expecting him. Posing as a painter, the disguised officer meets up with a bungling landscape painter forming an
unlikely friendship, one that unwittingly propels both men headfirst into unexpected danger, while resurrecting a secret from Lemarch’s own past.

Richard von Löwenklau, aided by Franz Schneeberg, finds himself in the heart of enemy territory, tasked with trying to stop the build-up of arms and
uncover the establishment of a new para-military presence, the franctireurs…. headed up by none other than the irrepressible Captain Albin Richemonte. His
task is further complicated by the arrival of a new enemy, Colonel Rallion, who’s bent on supporting Richemonte’s war efforts, while hampering
Löwenklau’s plans.

 Finding Home a Journey of Life Lessons in the Land of Israel
by Danita Dubinsky Aziza

ISBN: 9781460243633
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: FriesenPress
Pub. Date: 2015-05-01
Pages: 256
Price: $18.00

Finding Home: A Journey of Life Lessons in the land of Israel offers readers an understanding of Israel that could not be uncovered by simply gazing out the
window of a tour bus or reading the headlines of a newspaper. From struggling to learn Hebrew to sending a son to the army, the life lessons written over a
span of four years chronicle the comical, unique, disheartening and uplifting aspects of a third generation Canadian trying to find a comfortable place in a
country that has been shaped by its exceptional history, diverse population and complex political reality.
Danita Dubinsky Aziza is a third generation Canadian who, in 2008, along with her husband, three teenage children and family pet, left her comfy cozy life
in Winnipeg, Canada to pursue a lifelong dream of living in Israel. Danita documented her trials of integration in the form of life lessons to provide an
appreciation of daily life within Israeli culture and to demonstrate that meeting challenges can provide enormous opportunity for personal growth. Some of
her writings were initially published by a Western Canadian online newspaper and were so well received that she went on to self-publish Finding Home: A
Journey of Life Lessons in the land of Israel.

 Mon Equipe
Canadiens de Montreal the Home Team Montrealcanadiens
by Holly Preston

ISBN: 9780993897443
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Home Team
Publisher: Always Books Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-04-01
Pages: 28
Price: $12.95
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 The Secret Life

by Melissa Yaw

ISBN: 9780993641206
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Aspire Books
Pub. Date: 2015-01-01
Pages: 135
Price: $20.00

The Secret Life is a collection of short stories that takes you inside the lives of five individuals struggling with personal challenges, the sort that have become
increasingly common in today’s society.
Whether it’s infidelity, mental health, body issues, or just keeping up with the Joneses, the characters strive desperately to keep their behaviours and
lifestyles secret from those closest to them—and sometimes from themselves. That is, until they are confronted with situations that force them to face those
issues head on.
For some, the revelation inspires change, while others have yet to understand the extent of harm that living with such secrets can have.

 Where To Eat In Canada 15-16
by Ann Hardy

ISBN: 9780778014300
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Where to Eat in Canada
Publisher: Oberon Pr
Pub. Date: 2015-06-01
Pages: 331
Price: $27.50

No Description
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